
Starting in the 1990s and still growing is the 

awareness of the changing and dynamic project 

environment. Increasingly it is argued that nowadays a 

pure (conventional) project management approach is 

no longer effective. Accordingly there is much 

attention on the embedding of flexibility in project 

management. In such movement there is need to 

know what different viewpoints (perspectives) exist 

among practitioners; what they find most/least 

important when it comes to flexibility. This research 

explored practitioners’ perspectives on project 

management flexibility. The results of the study reveal 

four distinct perspectives on flexibility that can be 

summarized as: flexibility by who, by what, by when, 

and by trust.   
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• The “new-born” project management at 1950s (or 

conventional project management) assumed that 

project management is rational and normative, that 

there is only one reality based on causal 

relationships. 

• Conventional project management, is aimed at 

predetermining time, budget and performance goals 

by extensive front-end analysis, which results in a 

'blueprint-type scope description' specifying the 

tasks which need to be performed and a planning 

based on this scope description, which both will be 

'frozen and strictly controlled during execution’.  

• Increasingly it is argued that nowadays a pure 

project management approach (the conventional 

project management approach) is no longer 

effective. They underestimate the influence of the 

dynamic environment. 

• Project management is an emerging field with 

attention on movement from conventional project 

management (static) toward a more flexible 

approach.  

INTRODUCTION 

Q-methodology was created by psychologist-physicist 

William Stephenson in the 1950s to provide the basis for a 

scientific approach to human subjectivity. It systematically 

uncovers and analyses similarities and differences in the 

subjective viewpoints of individuals. It is an exploratory, 

interpretation-intensive methodology, suitable for small 

populations of respondents. 

 

RESEARCH METHOD 

Q-methodology steps  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1: Defining concourse 
“In order to make project management in 

planning phase of infrastructure projects more 

flexible, it is important to have/do _ _ _ _”  

Step 2: Selection of Q-set 

(Statements)  
The Q-statements are 26 elements of flexibility 

derived from literature study and interviews.  

Step 3: Selection of P-set 

(Respondents)   
The P-set are 28 practitioners from European 

countries.  

Step 4: Q-sorting   
The Q-statements are 26 elements of flexibility 

derived from literature study and interviews.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 perspectives  

RESULTS 
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26   Flexible desks

20  Late locking

17  Self-assigned individuals to tasks

24  Iterative delivery

11  Visualized planning & progress

1  Broad task definition

13  Network structure

22  Continuous locking (iterative)

6  Shared interface management

7  Contingency planning

4  Self-steering of team

10  Standardize the process and design

3  Functional-realization contract

25  Joint project office

12  Possible alternatives

16  Stable teams

23  Iterative planning

14  Continuous learning

21  Short feedback loops

2  Embrace change

15  Consensus amongst team members

8  Seizing opportunities & coping with…

18  Team management by team members

9  Trust among involved parties

19  Team members as stakeholders

5  Open information exchange
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15  Consensus amongst team members

26  Have flexible desks

16  Stable teams

24  Iterative delivery

17  Self-assigned individuals to tasks

19  Team members as stakeholders

25  Joint project office

10  Standardize the  process and design

20  Late locking

11  Visualized planning and progress

4  Self-steering of team

13  Network structure rather

22  Continuous locking (iterative)

23 Iterative planning

18  Team management by team members

3  Functional-realization contract

6  Shared interface management

9  Trust among involved parties

14  Continuous learning

21  Short feedback loops

7  Contingency planning

5  Open information exchange

8  Seizing opportunities & coping with…

2  Embrace change

12  Possible alternatives

1  Broad task definition
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1  Broad task definition

10  Standardize the  process and design

19  Team members as stakeholders

26  Have flexible desks

15  consensus amongst team members

18  Team management by team members

17  Self-assigned individuals to tasks

13  Network structure rather

16  stable teams

22  Continuous locking (iterative)

4  Self-steering of team

25  Joint project office

6  Shared interface management

11  Visualized planning and progress

9  Trust among involved parties

7  Contingency planning

20  Late locking

12  possible alternatives

3  Functional-realization contract

24  Iterative delivery

23  iterative planning

5  Open information exchange

21  Short feedback loops

14  Continuous learning

8  Seizing opportunities and coping with…

2 Embrace change
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10  Standardize the  process and design

13  Network structure rather

19  Team members as stakeholders

22  Continuous locking (iterative)

7  Contingency planning
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15  consensus amongst team members

4  Self-steering of team

12  possible alternatives

26  Have flexible desks

24  Iterative delivery

23  iterative planning

16  stable teams

6  Shared interface management

14  Continuous learning

11  Visualized planning and progress

3  Functional-realization contract

21  Short feedback loops

25  Joint project office

1  Broad task definition

8  Seizing opportunities and coping with…

5  Open information exchange

18  Team management by team members

2  Embrace change

9  Trust among involved parties

Perspective 1: flexibility through team-oriented 

activities (who) 
Perspective 2: flexible scoping (what)  

Perspective 3: iterations (when)  Perspective 4: trust! 

• There is no unanimity among the practitioners 

about what is important to make project 

management become flexible. 

• What priority practitioners give to each element 

of flexibility is not dependent to their role, country 

culture or company culture.  

• There are 3 elements of flexibility overall 

practitioners gave medium importance to them 

(consensus elements): 

 Shared interface management 

 Self-steering of team 

 Functional-realization based contract 

 

• The five areas of flexibility (what, who, how, when 

& where) suggested by literature are partially 

supported by results of this research.  

• ‘Trust’ is revealed as a new category in flexibility 

in project management.  

• Overall ranking of flexibility elements is shown in 

figure below:  

CONCLUSION 

These findings will form the building block for further 

steps of researching “flexible project management for 

infrastructure projects in construction industry”.   

It will be followed by development of practical 

framework and embedment of flexibility elements in 

daily practice in early project phases.  

  

FUTURE WORK 

Growing number 

of infrastructure 
project to satisfy 

human-being 

needs 

Projects needs 

to be adjusted 
(increased 
complexity) 

Project 

managemen
t needs to 

be adjusted 

In the 

context of 
dynamic 

world  

Step 5: Q-factor analysis & 

interpretation 

Research objective: To extend the knowledge on 

flexible project management by understanding the 

existing different perspectives among practitioners on 

what is important for flexible project management. 

Research question: What are the practitioners’ 

perspectives on flexible project management?  

 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE & 

QUESTION 
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26  Have flexible desks

17  Self-assigned individuals to tasks

10  Standardize the  process and design

20  Late locking

15  consensus amongst team members

13  Network structure rather

19  Team members as stakeholders

22  Continuous locking (iterative)

16  stable teams

11  Visualized planning and progress

25  Joint project office

4  Self-steering of team

24  Iterative delivery

6  Shared interface management

7  Contingency planning

1  Broad task definition

3  Functional-realization contract

23  iterative planning

18  Team management by team members

12  possible alternatives

21  Short feedback loops

14  Continuous learning

9  Trust among involved parties

8  Seizing opportunities and coping with threats

5  Open information exchange

2  Embrace change

Rank of elements based on their mean z-score  
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CONTACT INFO 

DEMOGRAPHY OF RESPONDENTS  
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project engineer 
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